
WEEK 1 THURSDAY 

REMOTE LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

LITERACY 
Whole Group session with your teacher 
WRITING: 

Note Taking 
We are learning to…   
Use bullet / dot points  
What I’m looking for…   
Students can 

- Complete bullet / dot points from the video 
- Turn my bullet/ dot points into sentences 

 
Children will be introduced to the graphic organiser. First 
part is to take dot points.  
Then from dot points turning them into sentences. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIjQ4tAi49M 

 
Bullet / dot points are used to organise and structure 
writing. They make long or complicated pieces of text 
easier to understand because they break the text down. 
Using bullet points in your writing is also a useful way of 
getting information across to your reader quickly 
 
1. A complete sentence should begin with a capital letter 
and end with a full stop, question mark or exclamation 
mark. 
For example: 
Equipment needed for our camping trip: 
- We will bring a tent to keep us dry. 

- I will bring extra blankets to keep us warm at night. 

- Everyone will bring walking boots so we can go for a 

hike. 

2. If the text after a bullet point isn’t a full sentence, it 
does not need a capital letter or full stop. 
For example: 
Equipment needed for our camping trip: 
- tent 

- blankets 

- walking boots 

READING: 
Inferring 

We are learning to…   
Infer character feelings 
What I’m looking for…   
Students can   
- I can infer how the character is feeling 

- I can infer using text clues and picture 

clues 

Text - Sebastian lives in a hat 
What are the main characters feelings 
throughout the text? 
 
Questions  
How does the character feel? Find the 
evidence. 
How did ____change how the character felt? 
 
Small Group session with your teacher 
Your teacher may ask you to stay on WebEx 

to read with your small group       

NUMERACY 
Whole Group session with your teacher 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTce7f6KGE0  
 

Fractions 
We are learning to… 
Identify fractions of a whole 
What I am looking for… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIjQ4tAi49M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTce7f6KGE0


I can divide collections and shapes into halves, quarters, and eighths  
 
View and discuss Real-life Fractions PowerPoint (Resources) 
 
Students to complete Think boards for 1/2 and 1/4 
use checklist for  
-collections of fractions  
-drawing fractions 
Halves  

- Pictures 
- Real life 
- Symbol 
- Collection 
- A whole 

Quarters 
- Pictures 
- Real life 
- Symbol 
- Collection 
- A whole 

 

Small Group session with your teacher 

Your teacher may ask you to stay on WebEx to read with your small group       

SHARE 

Independent Activity 
Learning Intention: 

Students recognise personal 
strengths and challenges and 
identify skills they would like to 
develop.  

 

 

 


